




Calling all Educators.Calling all Educators.

Programmes for Programmes for 
StudentsStudents

Take learning out of the classroom and visit the Singapore Chinese Cultural Centre’s Take learning out of the classroom and visit the Singapore Chinese Cultural Centre’s 
permanent exhibition today! You can make History and Social Studies come alive permanent exhibition today! You can make History and Social Studies come alive 
for your students and find new and fun ways to teach languages and Character & for your students and find new and fun ways to teach languages and Character & 
Citizenship Education! Citizenship Education! 

Students can look forward to learning more about our distinctive Chinese Students can look forward to learning more about our distinctive Chinese 
Singaporean culture through interactive experiences and familiar themes such as Singaporean culture through interactive experiences and familiar themes such as 
food, language and customs.food, language and customs.

You can find more details on the four main programmes (Self-Guided Visits, Guided You can find more details on the four main programmes (Self-Guided Visits, Guided 
Tours and Guided Tours + Workshop and Cultural Ambassadors Programme: Tours and Guided Tours + Workshop and Cultural Ambassadors Programme: 
Guiding and Engaging Visitors) at Singapore Chinese Cultural Centre in this Guiding and Engaging Visitors) at Singapore Chinese Cultural Centre in this 
booklet! booklet! 

Pre-bookings are required for all school group visits (whether Self-Guided or Pre-bookings are required for all school group visits (whether Self-Guided or 
Guided).Guided).

Contact education@singaporeccc.org.sg to secure a slot for your visit.Contact education@singaporeccc.org.sg to secure a slot for your visit.

This permanent exhibition will open from 1 March 2020 through to 31 December This permanent exhibition will open from 1 March 2020 through to 31 December 
2024. Our gallery is open daily from 10am - 8pm (except Mondays, when we only 2024. Our gallery is open daily from 10am - 8pm (except Mondays, when we only 
open from 2pm to 8pm). School groups may request to visit the exhibition earlier at open from 2pm to 8pm). School groups may request to visit the exhibition earlier at 
9am. A minimum of 20 students is required for such requests.9am. A minimum of 20 students is required for such requests.
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Self-Guided Self-Guided 
VisitsVisits

Available onsite at Available onsite at 
SCCC SCCC 

Educators may lead their students or allow students to explore Educators may lead their students or allow students to explore 
the permanent exhibition independently. the permanent exhibition independently. 

Sign up for our Sign up for our Tour for Educators Tour for Educators where you can have a where you can have a 
guided tour of the ongoing exhibition and gauge how easily guided tour of the ongoing exhibition and gauge how easily 
your students can guide themselves in this interactive exhibition. your students can guide themselves in this interactive exhibition. 

IntroductionIntroduction

Price: Free with registration Price: Free with registration 
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Self-guided visit requests must be sent Self-guided visit requests must be sent at least three weeks at least three weeks 
prior to your date of visit. Each booking may accommodate prior to your date of visit. Each booking may accommodate 
up to a maximum of 40 students.up to a maximum of 40 students.

Things to noteThings to note
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Guided ToursGuided Tours

Available onsite at Available onsite at 
SCCC or online SCCC or online 

Embark on an interactive learning journey around the permanent Embark on an interactive learning journey around the permanent 
exhibition led by our trained facilitators! Choose from specially exhibition led by our trained facilitators! Choose from specially 
designed guided tours, with themes ranging from identity, to history, designed guided tours, with themes ranging from identity, to history, 
and experience a new way of learning outside the classroom.and experience a new way of learning outside the classroom.

IntroductionIntroduction

Price: $15 - $18Price: $15 - $18
per student [before GST]per student [before GST]
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Guided tour requests must be sent Guided tour requests must be sent at least five weeksat least five weeks prior  prior 
to your date of visit. Each tour may accommodate a minimum to your date of visit. Each tour may accommodate a minimum 
of 20 students and a maximum of 40 students.of 20 students and a maximum of 40 students.

Things to noteThings to note
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Onsite at SCCCOnsite at SCCC

What makes Chinese Singaporean culture so distinctive?What makes Chinese Singaporean culture so distinctive?

Students would be introduced to Chinese Singaporean culture and Students would be introduced to Chinese Singaporean culture and 
its connections to the past, present and future through inquiry-based its connections to the past, present and future through inquiry-based 
discussions and reflections on festivals, Singaporean language, local discussions and reflections on festivals, Singaporean language, local 
dishes, and values cherished by the Chinese. Students would also be dishes, and values cherished by the Chinese. Students would also be 
challenged to make connections between Chinese Singaporean culture challenged to make connections between Chinese Singaporean culture 
and other ethnic cultures.and other ethnic cultures.

This tour may be conducted in Mandarin, English or bilingual and is relevant to the This tour may be conducted in Mandarin, English or bilingual and is relevant to the 
teaching of Social Studies, Character & Citizenship Education, English and Chinese.teaching of Social Studies, Character & Citizenship Education, English and Chinese.

Connecting our Past, Present and Future! Connecting our Past, Present and Future! 

Onsite Guided Tour [1.5 hours] Onsite Guided Tour [1.5 hours] 
By Art Loft By Art Loft 

$18 per student [before GST]$18 per student [before GST]

PrimaryPrimary

GUIDED TOURSGUIDED TOURS
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Our past, present and future are intertwined to create this distinctive Our past, present and future are intertwined to create this distinctive 
Chinese Singaporean culture and identity.Chinese Singaporean culture and identity.

Students would be introduced to the Chinese Singaporean culture and Students would be introduced to the Chinese Singaporean culture and 
its connections to the past, present and future. Through inquiry-based its connections to the past, present and future. Through inquiry-based 
approaches and in-gallery activities, students would be challenged to approaches and in-gallery activities, students would be challenged to 
observe artefacts, make connections with the values cherished by the observe artefacts, make connections with the values cherished by the 
Chinese, and discuss about uniquely Singaporean lingo.Chinese, and discuss about uniquely Singaporean lingo.

This tour may be conducted in Mandarin, English or bilingual and is relevant to the This tour may be conducted in Mandarin, English or bilingual and is relevant to the 
teaching of History, Social Studies, Character & Citizenship Education, English and teaching of History, Social Studies, Character & Citizenship Education, English and 
Chinese.Chinese.

Intertwined: Past, Present, FutureIntertwined: Past, Present, Future

Onsite Guided Tour [1.5 hours] Onsite Guided Tour [1.5 hours] 
By Art Loft By Art Loft 

Secondary - $18 per student [before GST]Secondary - $18 per student [before GST]
Tertiary - $18 per student [before GST]Tertiary - $18 per student [before GST]

Through inquiry-based discussions and in-gallery activities, students Through inquiry-based discussions and in-gallery activities, students 
get to trace the roots of dialect groups in Singapore, discuss about get to trace the roots of dialect groups in Singapore, discuss about 
local brands, local dishes and understand the different languages and local brands, local dishes and understand the different languages and 
dialect groups which make up our Singaporean lingo.dialect groups which make up our Singaporean lingo.

This tour may be conducted in Mandarin, English or bilingual and is relevant to the This tour may be conducted in Mandarin, English or bilingual and is relevant to the 
teaching of History, Social Studies, Character & Citizenship Education, English and teaching of History, Social Studies, Character & Citizenship Education, English and 
Chinese.Chinese.

Tracing Our RootsTracing Our Roots

Onsite Guided Tour [1.5 hours] Onsite Guided Tour [1.5 hours] 
By Art Loft By Art Loft 

Secondary - $18 per student [before GST]Secondary - $18 per student [before GST]
Tertiary - $18 per student [before GST]Tertiary - $18 per student [before GST]

Secondary & Tertiary Secondary & Tertiary 

GUIDED TOURSGUIDED TOURS
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PrimaryPrimary

What makes Chinese Singaporean culture so distinctive?What makes Chinese Singaporean culture so distinctive?

Students would be introduced to Chinese Singaporean culture and Students would be introduced to Chinese Singaporean culture and 
its connections to the past, present and future through inquiry-based its connections to the past, present and future through inquiry-based 
discussions and reflections on festivals, Singaporean language, local discussions and reflections on festivals, Singaporean language, local 
dishes, and values cherished by the Chinese. Students would also dishes, and values cherished by the Chinese. Students would also 
be challenged to make connections between Chinese Singaporean be challenged to make connections between Chinese Singaporean 
culture and other ethnic cultures.culture and other ethnic cultures.

This tour may be conducted in Mandarin, English or bilingual and is relevant to the This tour may be conducted in Mandarin, English or bilingual and is relevant to the 
teaching of Social Studies, Character & Citizenship Education, English and Chinese.teaching of Social Studies, Character & Citizenship Education, English and Chinese.

Connecting our Past, Present and Future! Connecting our Past, Present and Future! 

Online Guided Tour [1 hour] Online Guided Tour [1 hour] 
By Art Loft By Art Loft 

$15 per student [before GST]$15 per student [before GST]

OnlineOnline

ONLINE GUIDED TOURSONLINE GUIDED TOURS
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Our past, present and future are intertwined to create this distinctive Our past, present and future are intertwined to create this distinctive 
Chinese Singaporean culture and identity.Chinese Singaporean culture and identity.

Students would be introduced to the Chinese Singaporean culture Students would be introduced to the Chinese Singaporean culture 
and its connections to the past, present and future. Through inquiry-and its connections to the past, present and future. Through inquiry-
based approaches and interactive digital games, students would be based approaches and interactive digital games, students would be 
challenged to observe historical records, make connections with the challenged to observe historical records, make connections with the 
values cherished by the Chinese and identify uniquely Singaporean values cherished by the Chinese and identify uniquely Singaporean 
lingo.lingo.

This tour may be conducted in Mandarin, English or bilingual and is relevant to the This tour may be conducted in Mandarin, English or bilingual and is relevant to the 
teaching of History, Social Studies, Character & Citizenship Education, English and teaching of History, Social Studies, Character & Citizenship Education, English and 
Chinese.Chinese.

Intertwined: Past, Present, FutureIntertwined: Past, Present, Future

Online Guided Tour [1 hour] Online Guided Tour [1 hour] 
By Art Loft By Art Loft 

Secondary - $15 per student [before GST]Secondary - $15 per student [before GST]
Tertiary - $15 per student [before GST]Tertiary - $15 per student [before GST]

Through inquiry-based discussions and interactive digital approaches, Through inquiry-based discussions and interactive digital approaches, 
students get to trace the roots of dialect groups in Singapore, students get to trace the roots of dialect groups in Singapore, 
discuss about local brands, local dishes and understand the different discuss about local brands, local dishes and understand the different 
languages and dialect groups which make up our Singaporean lingo.languages and dialect groups which make up our Singaporean lingo.

This tour may be conducted in Mandarin, English or bilingual and is relevant to the This tour may be conducted in Mandarin, English or bilingual and is relevant to the 
teaching of History, Social Studies, Character & Citizenship Education, English and teaching of History, Social Studies, Character & Citizenship Education, English and 
Chinese.Chinese.

Tracing Our RootsTracing Our Roots

Online Guided Tour [1 hour] Online Guided Tour [1 hour] 
By Art Loft By Art Loft 

Secondary - $15 per student [before GST]Secondary - $15 per student [before GST]
Tertiary - $15 per student [before GST]Tertiary - $15 per student [before GST]

Secondary & Tertiary Secondary & Tertiary 

ONLINE GUIDED TOURSONLINE GUIDED TOURS
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Guided Tours + Guided Tours + 
WorkshopsWorkshops

Learn more about Chinese Singaporean culture from our Learn more about Chinese Singaporean culture from our 
trained facilitators as they take students on a guided tour of trained facilitators as they take students on a guided tour of 
the permanent exhibition. Complete your session with an exciting the permanent exhibition. Complete your session with an exciting 
hands-on workshop inspired by the exhibition.hands-on workshop inspired by the exhibition.

Students can express their creativity and originality during the Students can express their creativity and originality during the 
workshop through a range of activities from craft making, to workshop through a range of activities from craft making, to 
music making and song writing.music making and song writing.

IntroductionIntroduction

Available onsite at Available onsite at 
SCCC or online SCCC or online 
Price: $10 - $24 Price: $10 - $24 
per student [before GST]per student [before GST]
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Guided tour + workshop visit requests must be sent Guided tour + workshop visit requests must be sent at least at least 
five weeksfive weeks prior to your date of visit. Each booking may  prior to your date of visit. Each booking may 
accommodate a minimum of 20 students and a maximum of accommodate a minimum of 20 students and a maximum of 
40 students.40 students.

Things to noteThings to note
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GUIDED TOURS WITH WORKSHOPSGUIDED TOURS WITH WORKSHOPS

Join us in this immersive in-gallery experience of the exhibition and Join us in this immersive in-gallery experience of the exhibition and 
learn more about our distinctive Chinese Singaporean culture through learn more about our distinctive Chinese Singaporean culture through 
festivals, food and values cherished by the Chinese. Specially designed festivals, food and values cherished by the Chinese. Specially designed 
for curious pre-schoolers, this guided tour would engage their senses for curious pre-schoolers, this guided tour would engage their senses 
to make connections to present day and other local cultures through to make connections to present day and other local cultures through 
object-based and inquiry-based discussions. After that, students get object-based and inquiry-based discussions. After that, students get 
to create and bring home their own art pieces as reflections of their to create and bring home their own art pieces as reflections of their 
learning experiences.learning experiences.

This programme may be conducted in Mandarin, English or bilingual and is relevant to This programme may be conducted in Mandarin, English or bilingual and is relevant to 
the teaching of Language and literacy, problem-solving, social skills, cognitive skills and the teaching of Language and literacy, problem-solving, social skills, cognitive skills and 
creativity.creativity.

Festivals, Food and all that Fun!Festivals, Food and all that Fun!

Onsite Guided Tour + Workshop [1.5 hours] Onsite Guided Tour + Workshop [1.5 hours] 
By Art Loft By Art Loft 

$18 per student [before GST]$18 per student [before GST]

PreschoolPreschool

Onsite at SCCCOnsite at SCCC
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GUIDED TOURS WITH WORKSHOPSGUIDED TOURS WITH WORKSHOPS

Students would be engaged as cultural detectives during this multi-Students would be engaged as cultural detectives during this multi-
sensorial guided tour and learn to identify between borrowed and sensorial guided tour and learn to identify between borrowed and 
created words as well unique local dishes. In the hands-on activity created words as well unique local dishes. In the hands-on activity 
which follows, students get to deepen their understanding of cultural which follows, students get to deepen their understanding of cultural 
differences through craftwork.differences through craftwork.

This programme may be conducted in Mandarin, English or bilingual and is relevant to This programme may be conducted in Mandarin, English or bilingual and is relevant to 
the teaching of social skills and observation skills.the teaching of social skills and observation skills.

Spot the Cultural DifferencesSpot the Cultural Differences

Onsite Guided Tour + Workshop [2 hours] Onsite Guided Tour + Workshop [2 hours] 
By Preschool MarketBy Preschool Market

$15 per student [before GST]$15 per student [before GST]

Students would be engaged in an interactive guided tour of the Students would be engaged in an interactive guided tour of the 
exhibition to learn more about how Chinese festivals have evolved and exhibition to learn more about how Chinese festivals have evolved and 
are being celebrated in Singapore today. In the workshop, students are being celebrated in Singapore today. In the workshop, students 
would create craftwork that reinforces their understanding of the would create craftwork that reinforces their understanding of the 
traditions celebrated during Chinese festivals.traditions celebrated during Chinese festivals.

This programme may be conducted in Mandarin, English or bilingual and is relevant to This programme may be conducted in Mandarin, English or bilingual and is relevant to 
the teaching of fine motor skills, social skills and observation skills.the teaching of fine motor skills, social skills and observation skills.

How Do We Celebrate Chinese Festivals?How Do We Celebrate Chinese Festivals?

Onsite Guided Tour + Workshop [2 hours] Onsite Guided Tour + Workshop [2 hours] 
By Preschool MarketBy Preschool Market

$15 per student [before GST]$15 per student [before GST]
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GUIDED TOURS WITH WORKSHOPSGUIDED TOURS WITH WORKSHOPS

What makes Chinese Singaporean culture so distinctive?What makes Chinese Singaporean culture so distinctive?

Students would be introduced to Chinese Singaporean culture and Students would be introduced to Chinese Singaporean culture and 
its connections to the past, present and future through inquiry-based its connections to the past, present and future through inquiry-based 
discussions on festivals, Singaporean language, local dishes, and discussions on festivals, Singaporean language, local dishes, and 
values cherished by the Chinese. Students would also be challenged values cherished by the Chinese. Students would also be challenged 
to make connections between Chinese Singaporean culture and to make connections between Chinese Singaporean culture and 
other ethnic cultures before creating art pieces as reflections of their other ethnic cultures before creating art pieces as reflections of their 
learning experiences.learning experiences.

This programme may be conducted in Mandarin, English or bilingual and is relevant to This programme may be conducted in Mandarin, English or bilingual and is relevant to 
the teaching of Social Studies, Character & Citizenship Education, English and Chinese.the teaching of Social Studies, Character & Citizenship Education, English and Chinese.

Connecting our Past, Present and Future! Connecting our Past, Present and Future! 

Onsite Guided Tour + Workshop [2 hours] Onsite Guided Tour + Workshop [2 hours] 
By Art Loft By Art Loft 

$24 per student [before GST]$24 per student [before GST]

PrimaryPrimary

Did you know? Our Chinese Singaporean lingo can be categorised as Did you know? Our Chinese Singaporean lingo can be categorised as 
combined, borrowed or created words?combined, borrowed or created words?

Students get to make connections with our distinctive local language and Students get to make connections with our distinctive local language and 
their daily lives during the guided tour of the exhibition. Next, students would their daily lives during the guided tour of the exhibition. Next, students would 
understand more about lyrics writing and try their hand to re-write a chorus understand more about lyrics writing and try their hand to re-write a chorus 
on activity sheets. Apart from increasing their vocabulary and improving their on activity sheets. Apart from increasing their vocabulary and improving their 
creativity, students would be encouraged to work in teams to present their creativity, students would be encouraged to work in teams to present their 
lyrics to their peers.lyrics to their peers.

This programme is conducted in Mandarin and is relevant to the teaching of Chinese This programme is conducted in Mandarin and is relevant to the teaching of Chinese 
and Creative Writing.and Creative Writing.

Do You Know Your Local Lingo? [Upper Primary]Do You Know Your Local Lingo? [Upper Primary]

Onsite Guided Tour + Workshop [2 hours] Onsite Guided Tour + Workshop [2 hours] 
By Intune MusicBy Intune Music

$20 per student [before GST]$20 per student [before GST]
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GUIDED TOURS WITH WORKSHOPSGUIDED TOURS WITH WORKSHOPS

What is SPOP? How are Singapore’s Mandarin pop music different from that What is SPOP? How are Singapore’s Mandarin pop music different from that 
of other Chinese communities around the world?of other Chinese communities around the world?

Students would learn more about the factors that have given rise to Singapore’s Students would learn more about the factors that have given rise to Singapore’s 
Mandarin pop music during the guided tour of the exhibition. From SK Poon, Mandarin pop music during the guided tour of the exhibition. From SK Poon, 
to the Xinyao movement, to Stefanie Sun, students would learn more about to the Xinyao movement, to Stefanie Sun, students would learn more about 
the evolution of Mandarin music in Singapore. Next, students get to listen to the evolution of Mandarin music in Singapore. Next, students get to listen to 
a local classic Mandarin pop song and create their own version using the iPad a local classic Mandarin pop song and create their own version using the iPad 
GarageBand app which would be provided during the workshop.GarageBand app which would be provided during the workshop.

This programme may be conducted in Mandarin and is relevant to the teaching of This programme may be conducted in Mandarin and is relevant to the teaching of 
Chinese and Higher Chinese, creative writing.Chinese and Higher Chinese, creative writing.

Remix It! with the iPad! [Upper Primary]Remix It! with the iPad! [Upper Primary]

Onsite Guided Tour + Workshop [2 hours] Onsite Guided Tour + Workshop [2 hours] 
By Intune MusicBy Intune Music

$20 per student [before GST]$20 per student [before GST]

What is the origin of lohei? How is it a distinctive dish of Chinese New Year What is the origin of lohei? How is it a distinctive dish of Chinese New Year 
celebrations in this region?celebrations in this region?

Students would learn more about our local Chinese New Year customs and Students would learn more about our local Chinese New Year customs and 
practices such as lohei during the guided tour of the exhibition. Next, in the practices such as lohei during the guided tour of the exhibition. Next, in the 
hands-on activity, students would understand more about lyrics writing and hands-on activity, students would understand more about lyrics writing and 
try their hand to re-write a chorus from SCCC’s “Chinese New Year – The try their hand to re-write a chorus from SCCC’s “Chinese New Year – The 
Lo Hei Song”. Apart from increasing their vocabulary and improving their Lo Hei Song”. Apart from increasing their vocabulary and improving their 
creativity, students would be encouraged to work in teams to present their creativity, students would be encouraged to work in teams to present their 
lyrics to their peers.lyrics to their peers.

This programme may be conducted in Mandarin and is relevant to the teaching of This programme may be conducted in Mandarin and is relevant to the teaching of 
Chinese and Higher Chinese, creative writing.Chinese and Higher Chinese, creative writing.

Let’s Do the Lo Hei Twist! [Upper Primary]Let’s Do the Lo Hei Twist! [Upper Primary]

Onsite Guided Tour + Workshop [2 hours] Onsite Guided Tour + Workshop [2 hours] 
By Intune MusicBy Intune Music

$20 per student [before GST]$20 per student [before GST]
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GUIDED TOURS WITH WORKSHOPSGUIDED TOURS WITH WORKSHOPS

Students would be engaged in an interactive guided tour of the Students would be engaged in an interactive guided tour of the 
exhibition to explore how culture continues to evolve. They would exhibition to explore how culture continues to evolve. They would 
focus on how interactions with other cultures have given rise to this focus on how interactions with other cultures have given rise to this 
distinctive Chinese Singaporean identity.distinctive Chinese Singaporean identity.

This programme may be conducted in Mandarin, English or bilingual and is relevant to This programme may be conducted in Mandarin, English or bilingual and is relevant to 
the teaching of Chinese.the teaching of Chinese.

How Does Culture Evolve? How Does Culture Evolve? 

Onsite Guided Tour + Workshop [2 hours] Onsite Guided Tour + Workshop [2 hours] 
By Preschool MarketBy Preschool Market

$15 per student [before GST]$15 per student [before GST]

Students would be engaged as cultural detectives during this multi-Students would be engaged as cultural detectives during this multi-
sensorial guided tour and learn to identify between borrowed and sensorial guided tour and learn to identify between borrowed and 
created words as well unique local dishes. In the hands-on activity created words as well unique local dishes. In the hands-on activity 
which follows, students get to deepen their understanding of cultural which follows, students get to deepen their understanding of cultural 
differences of language and food through craftwork.differences of language and food through craftwork.

This programme may be conducted in Mandarin, English or bilingual and is relevant to This programme may be conducted in Mandarin, English or bilingual and is relevant to 
the teaching of social skills and observation skills.the teaching of social skills and observation skills.

Spot the Cultural DifferencesSpot the Cultural Differences

Onsite Guided Tour + Workshop [2 hours] Onsite Guided Tour + Workshop [2 hours] 
By Preschool MarketBy Preschool Market

$15 per student [before GST]$15 per student [before GST]

Students would be engaged in an interactive guided tour of the Students would be engaged in an interactive guided tour of the 
exhibition to learn more about how Chinese festivals have evolved and exhibition to learn more about how Chinese festivals have evolved and 
are being celebrated in Singapore today. In the workshop, students are being celebrated in Singapore today. In the workshop, students 
would create craftwork that reinforces their understanding of the would create craftwork that reinforces their understanding of the 
traditions celebrated during Chinese festivals.traditions celebrated during Chinese festivals.

This programme may be conducted in Mandarin, English or bilingual and is relevant to This programme may be conducted in Mandarin, English or bilingual and is relevant to 
the teaching of fine motor skills, social skills, observation skills.the teaching of fine motor skills, social skills, observation skills.

How Do We Celebrate Chinese Festivals? [Lower Primary]How Do We Celebrate Chinese Festivals? [Lower Primary]

Onsite Guided Tour + Workshop [2 hours] Onsite Guided Tour + Workshop [2 hours] 
By Preschool MarketBy Preschool Market

$15 per student [before GST]$15 per student [before GST]
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GUIDED TOURS WITH WORKSHOPSGUIDED TOURS WITH WORKSHOPS

Did you know? Our Chinese Singaporean lingo can be categorised as Did you know? Our Chinese Singaporean lingo can be categorised as 
combined, borrowed or created words?combined, borrowed or created words?

Students get to make connections with our distinctive local language Students get to make connections with our distinctive local language 
and their daily lives during the guided tour of the exhibition. Next, and their daily lives during the guided tour of the exhibition. Next, 
students would understand more about lyrics writing and try their students would understand more about lyrics writing and try their 
hand to re-write a chorus on activity sheets. Apart from increasing hand to re-write a chorus on activity sheets. Apart from increasing 
their vocabulary and improving their creativity, students would be their vocabulary and improving their creativity, students would be 
encouraged to work in teams to present their lyrics to their peers.encouraged to work in teams to present their lyrics to their peers.

This programme is conducted in Mandarin and is relevant to the teaching of Chinese This programme is conducted in Mandarin and is relevant to the teaching of Chinese 
and Creative Writing.and Creative Writing.

Do You Know Your Local Lingo? Do You Know Your Local Lingo? 

Onsite Guided Tour + Workshop [2 hours] Onsite Guided Tour + Workshop [2 hours] 
By Intune MusicBy Intune Music

Secondary - $20 per student [before GST]Secondary - $20 per student [before GST]
Tertiary - $25 per student [before GST]Tertiary - $25 per student [before GST]

What is SPOP? How are Singapore’s Mandarin pop music different What is SPOP? How are Singapore’s Mandarin pop music different 
from that of other Chinese communities around the world?from that of other Chinese communities around the world?

Students would learn more about the factors that have given rise Students would learn more about the factors that have given rise 
to Singapore’s Mandarin pop music during the guided tour of the to Singapore’s Mandarin pop music during the guided tour of the 
exhibition. From SK Poon, to the Xinyao movement, to Stefanie Sun, exhibition. From SK Poon, to the Xinyao movement, to Stefanie Sun, 
students would learn more about the evolution of Mandarin music in students would learn more about the evolution of Mandarin music in 
Singapore. Next, students get to listen to a local classic Mandarin pop Singapore. Next, students get to listen to a local classic Mandarin pop 
song and create their own version using the iPad GarageBand app song and create their own version using the iPad GarageBand app 
which would be provided during the workshop.which would be provided during the workshop.

This programme may be conducted in Mandarin and is relevant to the teaching of This programme may be conducted in Mandarin and is relevant to the teaching of 
Chinese and Higher Chinese, creative writing.Chinese and Higher Chinese, creative writing.

Remix It! with the iPad!Remix It! with the iPad!

Onsite Guided Tour + Workshop [2 hours] Onsite Guided Tour + Workshop [2 hours] 
By Intune MusicBy Intune Music

Secondary - $20 per student [before GST]Secondary - $20 per student [before GST]
Tertiary - $25 per student [before GST]Tertiary - $25 per student [before GST]

Secondary & TertiarySecondary & Tertiary
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GUIDED TOURS WITH WORKSHOPSGUIDED TOURS WITH WORKSHOPS

What is Singapore’s Mandarin music? What is Xinyao?What is Singapore’s Mandarin music? What is Xinyao?

Students would be brought on a guided tour of the exhibition focusing Students would be brought on a guided tour of the exhibition focusing 
on Mandarin music and Xinyao. Next, students would learn about the on Mandarin music and Xinyao. Next, students would learn about the 
history of Xinyao music and its development over the years. Finally, history of Xinyao music and its development over the years. Finally, 
students get to learn how to play a Xinyao song on the Ukulele and students get to learn how to play a Xinyao song on the Ukulele and 
perform as a team.perform as a team.

This programme may be conducted in Mandarin and is relevant to the teaching of This programme may be conducted in Mandarin and is relevant to the teaching of 
Music, Chinese and Higher Chinese.Music, Chinese and Higher Chinese.

Return to Roots with Xinyao Music!Return to Roots with Xinyao Music!

Onsite Guided Tour + Workshop [2 hours] Onsite Guided Tour + Workshop [2 hours] 
By Intune MusicBy Intune Music

Secondary - $20 per student [before GST]Secondary - $20 per student [before GST]
Tertiary - $25 per student [before GST] Tertiary - $25 per student [before GST] 

What is the origin of lohei? How is it a distinctive dish of Chinese New What is the origin of lohei? How is it a distinctive dish of Chinese New 
Year celebrations in this region?Year celebrations in this region?

Students would learn more about our local Chinese New Year customs Students would learn more about our local Chinese New Year customs 
and practices such as lohei during the guided tour of the exhibition. and practices such as lohei during the guided tour of the exhibition. 
Next, in the hands-on activity, students would understand more about Next, in the hands-on activity, students would understand more about 
lyrics writing and try their hand to re-write a chorus from SCCC’s lyrics writing and try their hand to re-write a chorus from SCCC’s 
“Chinese New Year – The Lo Hei Song”. Apart from increasing “Chinese New Year – The Lo Hei Song”. Apart from increasing 
their vocabulary and improving their creativity, students would be their vocabulary and improving their creativity, students would be 
encouraged to work in teams to present their lyrics to their peers.encouraged to work in teams to present their lyrics to their peers.

This programme may be conducted in Mandarin and is relevant to the teaching of This programme may be conducted in Mandarin and is relevant to the teaching of 
Chinese and Higher Chinese, creative writing.Chinese and Higher Chinese, creative writing.

Let’s Do the Lo Hei Twist! Let’s Do the Lo Hei Twist! 

Onsite Guided Tour + Workshop [2 hours] Onsite Guided Tour + Workshop [2 hours] 
By Intune MusicBy Intune Music

Secondary - $20 per student [before GST]Secondary - $20 per student [before GST]
Tertiary - $25 per student [before GST] Tertiary - $25 per student [before GST] 
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ONLINE ONLINE GUIDED TOURS WITH WORKSHOPSGUIDED TOURS WITH WORKSHOPS

PreschoolPreschool

Learn more about our distinctive Chinese Singaporean culture through festivals, Learn more about our distinctive Chinese Singaporean culture through festivals, 
food and values cherished by the Chinese. Specially designed for curious pre-food and values cherished by the Chinese. Specially designed for curious pre-
schoolers, this online session would engage their senses to make connections schoolers, this online session would engage their senses to make connections 
to present day and other local cultures through multi-media interactives. After to present day and other local cultures through multi-media interactives. After 
that, students get to create their own art pieces as reflections of their learning that, students get to create their own art pieces as reflections of their learning 
experiences.experiences.

This programme may be conducted in Mandarin, English or bilingual and is relevant to This programme may be conducted in Mandarin, English or bilingual and is relevant to 
the teaching of Language and literacy, problem-solving, social skills, cognitive skills and the teaching of Language and literacy, problem-solving, social skills, cognitive skills and 
creativity.creativity.

Festivals, Food and all that Fun!Festivals, Food and all that Fun!

Online Guided Tour + Workshop [1.5 hours] Online Guided Tour + Workshop [1.5 hours] 
By Art Loft By Art Loft 

$18 per student [before GST]$18 per student [before GST]

Focusing on Chinese festivals and how it is celebrated in Singapore, students Focusing on Chinese festivals and how it is celebrated in Singapore, students 
would learn what makes up a Chinese Singaporean through an interactive would learn what makes up a Chinese Singaporean through an interactive 
online quiz. In the hands-on activity, students would be guided to create a online quiz. In the hands-on activity, students would be guided to create a 
craft related to the Chinese festival.craft related to the Chinese festival.

This programme may be conducted in Mandarin, English or bilingual and is relevant to This programme may be conducted in Mandarin, English or bilingual and is relevant to 
the teaching of fine motor skills and social skills.the teaching of fine motor skills and social skills.

How Do We Celebrate Chinese Festivals?How Do We Celebrate Chinese Festivals?

Online Guided Tour + Workshop [1 hour] Online Guided Tour + Workshop [1 hour] 
By Preschool MarketBy Preschool Market

$12 per student [before GST]$12 per student [before GST]

OnlineOnline
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ONLINE ONLINE GUIDED TOURS WITH WORKSHOPSGUIDED TOURS WITH WORKSHOPS

How has traditional Chinese food evolved with cultural interactions?How has traditional Chinese food evolved with cultural interactions?

Through local food dishes such as Hokkien Mee or Tu Tu Kueh, students Through local food dishes such as Hokkien Mee or Tu Tu Kueh, students 
would learn what makes up a Chinese Singaporean in this fun and would learn what makes up a Chinese Singaporean in this fun and 
interactive online quiz. Next, students get to create a craftwork in interactive online quiz. Next, students get to create a craftwork in 
response to what they had learnt.response to what they had learnt.

This programme may be conducted in Mandarin, English or bilingual and is relevant to This programme may be conducted in Mandarin, English or bilingual and is relevant to 
the teaching of social skills and observation skills.the teaching of social skills and observation skills.

Spot the Cultural DifferencesSpot the Cultural Differences

Online Guided Tour + Workshop [1 hour] Online Guided Tour + Workshop [1 hour] 
By Preschool MarketBy Preschool Market

$12 per student [before GST]$12 per student [before GST]

PrimaryPrimary

Did you know? Our Chinese Singaporean lingo can be categorised as Did you know? Our Chinese Singaporean lingo can be categorised as 
combined, borrowed or created words?’combined, borrowed or created words?’

Students get to make connections with our distinctive local language and Students get to make connections with our distinctive local language and 
their daily lives through an interactive digital game. Next, students would their daily lives through an interactive digital game. Next, students would 
understand more about lyrics writing and try their hand to re-write a chorus understand more about lyrics writing and try their hand to re-write a chorus 
on activity sheets.on activity sheets.

This programme may be conducted in Mandarin and is relevant to the teaching of This programme may be conducted in Mandarin and is relevant to the teaching of 
Chinese and creative writing.Chinese and creative writing.

Do You Know Your Local Lingo? [Upper Primary]Do You Know Your Local Lingo? [Upper Primary]

Online Guided Tour + Workshop [1 hour] Online Guided Tour + Workshop [1 hour] 
By Intune MusicBy Intune Music

$10 per student [before GST]$10 per student [before GST]
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ONLINE ONLINE GUIDED TOURS WITH WORKSHOPSGUIDED TOURS WITH WORKSHOPS

What is Chinese culture? What is Chinese Singaporean culture? What is Chinese culture? What is Chinese Singaporean culture? 
How has it evolved?How has it evolved?

Using Chinese festivals as examples, students get to explore how Using Chinese festivals as examples, students get to explore how 
Chinese culture has evolved to a distinctive one in Singapore through Chinese culture has evolved to a distinctive one in Singapore through 
an interactive online quiz. Next, students would be guided to create an interactive online quiz. Next, students would be guided to create 
a craft related to the Chinese festival as a reflection of how culture a craft related to the Chinese festival as a reflection of how culture 
continues to evolve today.continues to evolve today.

This programme may be conducted in Mandarin, English or bilingual and is relevant to This programme may be conducted in Mandarin, English or bilingual and is relevant to 
the teaching of Chinese.the teaching of Chinese.

How Does Culture Evolve?How Does Culture Evolve?

Online Guided Tour + Workshop [1 hour] Online Guided Tour + Workshop [1 hour] 
By Preschool MarketBy Preschool Market

$12 per student [before GST]$12 per student [before GST]

What is the origin of What is the origin of loheilohei? How is it a distinctive dish of Chinese New ? How is it a distinctive dish of Chinese New 
Year celebrations in this region?Year celebrations in this region?

Using digital media and interactive games, students would be Using digital media and interactive games, students would be 
introduced to lohei and learn more about our local Chinese New Year introduced to lohei and learn more about our local Chinese New Year 
customs and practices. Next, students would understand more about customs and practices. Next, students would understand more about 
lyrics writing and try their hand to re-write a chorus from SCCC’s lyrics writing and try their hand to re-write a chorus from SCCC’s 
“Chinese New Year – The Lo Hei Song”.“Chinese New Year – The Lo Hei Song”.

This programme may be conducted in Mandarin and is relevant to the teaching of This programme may be conducted in Mandarin and is relevant to the teaching of 
Chinese and Higher Chinese, creative writing.Chinese and Higher Chinese, creative writing.

Let’s Do the Lo Hei Twist! [Upper Primary]Let’s Do the Lo Hei Twist! [Upper Primary]

Online Guided Tour + Workshop [1 hour] Online Guided Tour + Workshop [1 hour] 
By Intune MusicBy Intune Music

$10 per student [before GST]$10 per student [before GST]
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ONLINE ONLINE GUIDED TOURS WITH WORKSHOPSGUIDED TOURS WITH WORKSHOPS

How has traditional Chinese food evolved with cultural interactions?How has traditional Chinese food evolved with cultural interactions?

Through local food dishes such as Hokkien Mee or Tu Tu Kueh, students would Through local food dishes such as Hokkien Mee or Tu Tu Kueh, students would 
learn what makes up a Chinese Singaporean in this fun and interactive online learn what makes up a Chinese Singaporean in this fun and interactive online 
quiz. Next, students get to create a craftwork in response to what they had quiz. Next, students get to create a craftwork in response to what they had 
learnt.learnt.

This programme may be conducted in Mandarin, English or bilingual and is relevant to This programme may be conducted in Mandarin, English or bilingual and is relevant to 
the teaching of social skills, observation skills.the teaching of social skills, observation skills.

Spot the Cultural Differences [Lower Primary]Spot the Cultural Differences [Lower Primary]

Online Guided Tour + Workshop [1 hour] Online Guided Tour + Workshop [1 hour] 
By Preschool MarketBy Preschool Market

$12 per student [before GST]$12 per student [before GST]

Focusing on Chinese festivals and how it is celebrated in Singapore, Focusing on Chinese festivals and how it is celebrated in Singapore, 
students would learn what makes up a Chinese Singaporean through students would learn what makes up a Chinese Singaporean through 
an interactive online quiz. In the hands-on activity, students would be an interactive online quiz. In the hands-on activity, students would be 
guided to create a craft related to the Chinese festival.guided to create a craft related to the Chinese festival.

This programme may be conducted in Mandarin, English or bilingual and is relevant to This programme may be conducted in Mandarin, English or bilingual and is relevant to 
the teaching of fine motor skills, social skillsthe teaching of fine motor skills, social skills

How Do We Celebrate Chinese Festivals? [Lower Primary]How Do We Celebrate Chinese Festivals? [Lower Primary]

Online Guided Tour + Workshop [1 hour] Online Guided Tour + Workshop [1 hour] 
By Preschool MarketBy Preschool Market

$12 per student [before GST]$12 per student [before GST]
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ONLINE ONLINE GUIDED TOURS WITH WORKSHOPSGUIDED TOURS WITH WORKSHOPS

Secondary & TertiarySecondary & Tertiary

Did you know? Our Chinese Singaporean lingo can be categorised as Did you know? Our Chinese Singaporean lingo can be categorised as 
combined, borrowed or created words?combined, borrowed or created words?

Students get to make connections with our distinctive local language Students get to make connections with our distinctive local language 
and their daily lives through an interactive digital game. Next, students and their daily lives through an interactive digital game. Next, students 
would understand more about lyrics writing and try their hand to re-would understand more about lyrics writing and try their hand to re-
write a chorus on activity sheets.write a chorus on activity sheets.

This programme may be conducted in Mandarin and is relevant to the teaching of This programme may be conducted in Mandarin and is relevant to the teaching of 
Chinese and creative writing.Chinese and creative writing.

Do You Know Your Local Lingo?Do You Know Your Local Lingo?

Online Guided Tour + Workshop [1 hour] Online Guided Tour + Workshop [1 hour] 
By Intune MusicBy Intune Music

Secondary - $10 per student [before GST]Secondary - $10 per student [before GST]
Tertiary - $12.50 per student [before GST]Tertiary - $12.50 per student [before GST]

What is the origin of lohei? How is it a distinctive dish of Chinese New Year What is the origin of lohei? How is it a distinctive dish of Chinese New Year 
celebrations in this region?celebrations in this region?

Using digital media and interactive games, students would be introduced Using digital media and interactive games, students would be introduced 
to lohei and learn more about our local Chinese New Year customs and to lohei and learn more about our local Chinese New Year customs and 
practices. Next, students would understand more about lyrics writing and try practices. Next, students would understand more about lyrics writing and try 
their hand to re-write a chorus from SCCC’s “Chinese New Year – The Lo Hei their hand to re-write a chorus from SCCC’s “Chinese New Year – The Lo Hei 
Song”.Song”.

This programme may be conducted in Mandarin and is relevant to the teaching of This programme may be conducted in Mandarin and is relevant to the teaching of 
Chinese and Higher Chinese, creative writing.Chinese and Higher Chinese, creative writing.

Let’s Do the Lo Hei Twist! Let’s Do the Lo Hei Twist! 

Online Guided Tour + Workshop [1 hour] Online Guided Tour + Workshop [1 hour] 
By Intune MusicBy Intune Music

Secondary - $10 per student [before GST]Secondary - $10 per student [before GST]
Tertiary - $12.50 per student [before GST]Tertiary - $12.50 per student [before GST]
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Cultural Ambassadors Cultural Ambassadors 
Programme:Programme:
Guiding and Engaging Guiding and Engaging 
VisitorsVisitors

What does it take for your students to be great museum guides? What does it take for your students to be great museum guides? 
Join us on the Cultural Ambassadors Programme, where students Join us on the Cultural Ambassadors Programme, where students 
learn guiding techniques and strategies to engage their audience. learn guiding techniques and strategies to engage their audience. 

IntroductionIntroduction

Available onsite at Available onsite at 
SCCC SCCC 
Age: Secondary 1 to 4Age: Secondary 1 to 4
Price: $150 per student [before GST]Price: $150 per student [before GST]
Duration: 8 hours [4 sessions]Duration: 8 hours [4 sessions]
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Requests for this programme must be sent Requests for this programme must be sent at least five weeksat least five weeks prior  prior 
to the starting date of your training. Each programme requires to the starting date of your training. Each programme requires 
a minimum of 10 students and accommodates a maximum of 20 a minimum of 10 students and accommodates a maximum of 20 
students.students.

Things to noteThings to note
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Calling all Educators!Calling all Educators!

Programmes for Programmes for 
EducatorsEducators

From learning about our Chinese customs and practices, to understanding From learning about our Chinese customs and practices, to understanding 
how our Chinese Singaporean culture has evolved over the years, the how our Chinese Singaporean culture has evolved over the years, the 
Singapore Chinese Cultural Centre is the place to bring your students for Singapore Chinese Cultural Centre is the place to bring your students for 
an enriching out-of-the-classroom learning experience.an enriching out-of-the-classroom learning experience.

Get an insider’s peek to our permanent exhibition by attending the SCCC Get an insider’s peek to our permanent exhibition by attending the SCCC 
organised organised Tour for EducatorsTour for Educators to prepare for your school’s visit. to prepare for your school’s visit.
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Tour for Tour for 
EducatorsEducators

Join us for a tour of the permanent exhibition in this educators-only Join us for a tour of the permanent exhibition in this educators-only 
event. You will be able to gather insights into the making of this event. You will be able to gather insights into the making of this 
exhibition, as well as learn more about the various resources SCCC exhibition, as well as learn more about the various resources SCCC 
has available for educators to use in the classroom! has available for educators to use in the classroom! 

Each session is 2.5 hours long and requires a minimum of five Each session is 2.5 hours long and requires a minimum of five 
participants. A small registration fee will be required. Please email participants. A small registration fee will be required. Please email 
education@singaporeccc.org.sg to register your interest. education@singaporeccc.org.sg to register your interest. 

Join our educator’s mailing list to keep updated with the latest news Join our educator’s mailing list to keep updated with the latest news 
and events available for teachers and students. and events available for teachers and students. 

IntroductionIntroduction
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DatesDates

Location: Practice RoomLocation: Practice Room
SCCC Level 10 SCCC Level 10 

Tour for EducatorsTour for Educators

15 March 202315 March 2023 10am - 12:30pm [Wednesday]  10am - 12:30pm [Wednesday] 

18 May 202318 May 2023 3pm - 5:30pm [Thursday]  3pm - 5:30pm [Thursday] 

8 September 20238 September 2023 10am - 12:30pm [Friday]  10am - 12:30pm [Friday] 

9 November 20239 November 2023 3pm - 5:30pm [Thursday]  3pm - 5:30pm [Thursday] 

Conducted in English Conducted in English 
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14 March 202314 March 2023 10am - 12:30pm [Tuesday]  10am - 12:30pm [Tuesday] 

17 May 202317 May 2023 3pm - 5:30pm [Wednesday]  3pm - 5:30pm [Wednesday] 

30 May 202330 May 2023 10am - 12:30pm [Tuesday]  10am - 12:30pm [Tuesday] 

7 September 20237 September 2023 10am - 12:30pm [Thursday]  10am - 12:30pm [Thursday] 

8 November 20238 November 2023 3pm - 5:30pm [Wednesday]  3pm - 5:30pm [Wednesday] 

2222  November 2023November 2023 10am - 12:30pm [Wednesday] 10am - 12:30pm [Wednesday]

Conducted in Mandarin Conducted in Mandarin 
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EducatorsEducators

Onsite at SCCCOnsite at SCCC
GUIDED TOURSGUIDED TOURS (EDUCATORS) (EDUCATORS)

Our past, present and future are intertwined to create this distinctive Our past, present and future are intertwined to create this distinctive 
Chinese Singaporean culture and identity.Chinese Singaporean culture and identity.

Participants would be introduced to the Chinese Singaporean culture Participants would be introduced to the Chinese Singaporean culture 
and its connections to the past, present and future. Through inquiry-and its connections to the past, present and future. Through inquiry-
based approaches and interactive digital games, participants would based approaches and interactive digital games, participants would 
be challenged to observe historical records, make connections with the be challenged to observe historical records, make connections with the 
values cherished by the Chinese and identify uniquely Singaporean values cherished by the Chinese and identify uniquely Singaporean 
lingo.lingo.

This tour may be conducted in Mandarin, English or bilingual and is relevant to the This tour may be conducted in Mandarin, English or bilingual and is relevant to the 
teaching of History, Social Studies, Character & Citizenship Education, English and teaching of History, Social Studies, Character & Citizenship Education, English and 
Chinese.Chinese.

Intertwined: Past, Present, FutureIntertwined: Past, Present, Future

Onsite Guided Tour [1.5 hours] Onsite Guided Tour [1.5 hours] 
By Art Loft By Art Loft 

$18 per educator [before GST]$18 per educator [before GST]

Through inquiry-based discussions and interactive digital approaches, Through inquiry-based discussions and interactive digital approaches, 
participants get to trace the roots of dialect groups in Singapore, participants get to trace the roots of dialect groups in Singapore, 
discuss about local brands, local dishes and understand the different discuss about local brands, local dishes and understand the different 
languages and dialect groups which make up our Singaporean lingo.languages and dialect groups which make up our Singaporean lingo.

This tour may be conducted in Mandarin, English or bilingual and is relevant to the This tour may be conducted in Mandarin, English or bilingual and is relevant to the 
teaching of History, Social Studies, Character & Citizenship Education, English and teaching of History, Social Studies, Character & Citizenship Education, English and 
Chinese.Chinese.

Tracing Our RootsTracing Our Roots

Onsite Guided Tour [1.5 hours] Onsite Guided Tour [1.5 hours] 
By Art Loft By Art Loft 

 $18 per educator [before GST] $18 per educator [before GST]
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GUIDED TOURS WITH WORKSHOPS (EDUCATORS)GUIDED TOURS WITH WORKSHOPS (EDUCATORS)

What is SPOP? How are Singapore’s Mandarin pop music different What is SPOP? How are Singapore’s Mandarin pop music different 
from that of other Chinese communities around the world?from that of other Chinese communities around the world?

Participants would learn more about the factors that have given rise Participants would learn more about the factors that have given rise 
to Singapore’s Mandarin pop music during the guided tour of the to Singapore’s Mandarin pop music during the guided tour of the 
exhibition. From SK Poon, to the Xinyao movement, to Stefanie Sun, exhibition. From SK Poon, to the Xinyao movement, to Stefanie Sun, 
participants would learn more about the evolution of Mandarin music participants would learn more about the evolution of Mandarin music 
in Singapore. Next, participants get to listen to a local classic Mandarin in Singapore. Next, participants get to listen to a local classic Mandarin 
pop song and create their own version using the iPad GarageBand pop song and create their own version using the iPad GarageBand 
app which would be provided during the workshop.app which would be provided during the workshop.

This programme may be conducted in Mandarin and is relevant to the teaching of This programme may be conducted in Mandarin and is relevant to the teaching of 
Chinese and Higher Chinese, creative writing.Chinese and Higher Chinese, creative writing.

Remix It! with the iPad!Remix It! with the iPad!

Onsite Guided Tour + Workshop [2 hours] Onsite Guided Tour + Workshop [2 hours] 
By Intune MusicBy Intune Music

$35 per educator [before GST]$35 per educator [before GST]

What is Singapore’s Mandarin music? What is Xinyao?What is Singapore’s Mandarin music? What is Xinyao?

Participants would be brought on a guided tour of the exhibition Participants would be brought on a guided tour of the exhibition 
focusing on Mandarin music and Xinyao. Next, participants would focusing on Mandarin music and Xinyao. Next, participants would 
learn about the history of Xinyao music and its development over the learn about the history of Xinyao music and its development over the 
years. Finally, participants get to learn how to play a Xinyao song on years. Finally, participants get to learn how to play a Xinyao song on 
the Ukulele and perform as a team.the Ukulele and perform as a team.

This programme may be conducted in Mandarin and is relevant to the teaching of This programme may be conducted in Mandarin and is relevant to the teaching of 
Music, Chinese and Higher Chinese.Music, Chinese and Higher Chinese.

Return to Roots with Xinyao Music!Return to Roots with Xinyao Music!

Onsite Guided Tour + Workshop [2 hours] Onsite Guided Tour + Workshop [2 hours] 
By Intune MusicBy Intune Music

$35 per educator [before GST]$35 per educator [before GST]
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GUIDED TOURS WITH WORKSHOPS (EDUCATORS)GUIDED TOURS WITH WORKSHOPS (EDUCATORS)

Did you know? Our Chinese Singaporean lingo can be categorised as Did you know? Our Chinese Singaporean lingo can be categorised as 
combined, borrowed or created words?combined, borrowed or created words?

Participants get to make connections with our distinctive local language Participants get to make connections with our distinctive local language 
and their daily lives during the guided tour of the exhibition. Next, and their daily lives during the guided tour of the exhibition. Next, 
participants would understand more about lyrics writing and try their participants would understand more about lyrics writing and try their 
hand to re-write a chorus on activity sheets. Apart from increasing hand to re-write a chorus on activity sheets. Apart from increasing 
their vocabulary and improving their creativity, participants would be their vocabulary and improving their creativity, participants would be 
encouraged to work in teams to present their lyrics to their peers.encouraged to work in teams to present their lyrics to their peers.

This programme is conducted in Mandarin and is relevant to the teaching of Chinese This programme is conducted in Mandarin and is relevant to the teaching of Chinese 
and Creative Writing.and Creative Writing.

Do You Know Your Local Lingo? Do You Know Your Local Lingo? 

Onsite Guided Tour + Workshop [2 hours] Onsite Guided Tour + Workshop [2 hours] 
By Intune MusicBy Intune Music

$35 per educator [before GST]$35 per educator [before GST]

What is the origin of lohei? How is it a distinctive dish of Chinese New What is the origin of lohei? How is it a distinctive dish of Chinese New 
Year celebrations in this region?Year celebrations in this region?

Participants would learn more about our local Chinese New Year Participants would learn more about our local Chinese New Year 
customs and practices such as lohei during the guided tour of the customs and practices such as lohei during the guided tour of the 
exhibition. Next, in the hands-on activity, participants would understand exhibition. Next, in the hands-on activity, participants would understand 
more about lyrics writing and try their hand to re-write a chorus from more about lyrics writing and try their hand to re-write a chorus from 
SCCC’s “Chinese New Year – The Lo Hei Song”. Apart from increasing SCCC’s “Chinese New Year – The Lo Hei Song”. Apart from increasing 
their vocabulary and improving their creativity, participants would be their vocabulary and improving their creativity, participants would be 
encouraged to work in teams to present their lyrics to their peers.encouraged to work in teams to present their lyrics to their peers.

This programme may be conducted in Mandarin and is relevant to the teaching of This programme may be conducted in Mandarin and is relevant to the teaching of 
Chinese and Higher Chinese, creative writing.Chinese and Higher Chinese, creative writing.

Let’s Do the Lo Hei Twist! Let’s Do the Lo Hei Twist! 

Onsite Guided Tour + Workshop [2 hours] Onsite Guided Tour + Workshop [2 hours] 
By Intune MusicBy Intune Music

$35 per educator [before GST]$35 per educator [before GST]
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ONLINE GUIDED TOURS WITH WORKSHOPS (EDUCATORS)ONLINE GUIDED TOURS WITH WORKSHOPS (EDUCATORS)

Did you know? Our Chinese Singaporean lingo can be categorised as Did you know? Our Chinese Singaporean lingo can be categorised as 
combined, borrowed or created words?combined, borrowed or created words?

Participants get to make connections with our distinctive local language Participants get to make connections with our distinctive local language 
and their daily lives during the guided tour of the exhibition. Next, and their daily lives during the guided tour of the exhibition. Next, 
participants would understand more about lyrics writing and try their participants would understand more about lyrics writing and try their 
hand to re-write a chorus on activity sheets. Apart from increasing hand to re-write a chorus on activity sheets. Apart from increasing 
their vocabulary and improving their creativity, participants would be their vocabulary and improving their creativity, participants would be 
encouraged to work in teams to present their lyrics to their peers.encouraged to work in teams to present their lyrics to their peers.

This programme may be conducted in Mandarin and is relevant to the teaching of This programme may be conducted in Mandarin and is relevant to the teaching of 
Chinese and creative writing.Chinese and creative writing.

Do You Know Your Local Lingo?Do You Know Your Local Lingo?

Online Guided Tour + Workshop [1 hour] Online Guided Tour + Workshop [1 hour] 
By Intune MusicBy Intune Music

$17.50 per educator [before GST]$17.50 per educator [before GST]

What is the origin of lohei? How is it a distinctive dish of Chinese New What is the origin of lohei? How is it a distinctive dish of Chinese New 
Year celebrations in this region?Year celebrations in this region?

Participants would learn more about our local Chinese New Year Participants would learn more about our local Chinese New Year 
customs and practices such as lohei during the guided tour of the customs and practices such as lohei during the guided tour of the 
exhibition. Next, in the hands-on activity, participants would understand exhibition. Next, in the hands-on activity, participants would understand 
more about lyrics writing and try their hand to re-write a chorus from more about lyrics writing and try their hand to re-write a chorus from 
SCCC’s “Chinese New Year – The Lo Hei Song”. Apart from increasing SCCC’s “Chinese New Year – The Lo Hei Song”. Apart from increasing 
their vocabulary and improving their creativity, participants would be their vocabulary and improving their creativity, participants would be 
encouraged to work in teams to present their lyrics to their peers.encouraged to work in teams to present their lyrics to their peers.

This programme may be conducted in Mandarin and is relevant to the teaching of This programme may be conducted in Mandarin and is relevant to the teaching of 
Chinese and Higher Chinese, creative writing.Chinese and Higher Chinese, creative writing.

Let’s Do the Lo Hei Twist! Let’s Do the Lo Hei Twist! 

Online Guided Tour + Workshop [1 hour] Online Guided Tour + Workshop [1 hour] 
By Intune MusicBy Intune Music

$17.50 per educator [before GST]$17.50 per educator [before GST]

OnlineOnline
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Educator’s Educator’s 
NewsletterNewsletter

Stay connected with the Centre’s educational programmes by Stay connected with the Centre’s educational programmes by 
subscribing to our electronic newsletter. Join our mailing list by subscribing to our electronic newsletter. Join our mailing list by 
scanning the QR code to receive our emails and spread the word scanning the QR code to receive our emails and spread the word 
around to fellow educators.around to fellow educators.
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